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Tracking Vertical Movement  of  the

    Aurelia aurita  using  a  Micro DataMoon

 Jelly
Logger

Yoshiki MATsusHiTAi*,  HidekiSuzuKi2  andYoritake  KAJiKAwA3

                                       Abstract

   VerticaJ movement  of the moon  jelly Aurelia aurita  was  investigated in the southwesterll  area  (5.8N
9.4m deep) of Omura  Bay. Nagasaki. We  examined  the influence ef  attaching  micro  data loggers on  the

behavior ef  six  moon  jellies in an  aquarium.  No  significant  difference was  observed  in mean  bell pulse  fre-
quencies  in experimental  animals  vs.  controls  (p>O.05), In addition.  micro  data  loggers  remained

attaehed  to the bells for at  least 5h. From  June to July and  October  to November,  2009, the vertical

movements  of 10 moon  jellies were  recorded  in the field. Moon  jellies that  were  tracked  remained  within

the 2m-depth  layer during the daytime in June, but were  closely  associated  with  the  seabed  in October
to Novemben  Eight out  of 10 individuals exhibited  the initial descending behavior when  released,  which

might  be a  reaction  of the moon  jellies to handling andlor  micro  data logger attachment.

 1. Introduction

  Moon  jellies are  the most  commonly  observed  jelly-
fish in the coastal  waters  of  Japan. Blooms of  this

species  frequently cause  damage  to fisheriesD, particu-

larly in the coastal  fisheries of  the  Seto Inland Sea2)-"4),

Sagami Bay5) and  Lake Nakaumi6). In this study,  we

examined  the  effect  of  these blooms  on  the  bottom

trawl fishery in Omura  Bay.  Nagasaki,  where  moon

jelly bycatch is a particularly severe  problem  as  this

fishing technique  typically trawls  through  large vol-

umes  of  water,  When  large quantities of  moon  jellies
are  caught  in the  fishing net,  the  increase in drag

results  in a  decrease  in trawl  speed,  undesirable  net

shape,  darnage to equipment,  and  the risk  of  the boat

capsizing.  Bycatch of  moon  jeLly also  causes  heavy

labor during sorting  of  catch  and  deterioratien of the

catch  qualityi},

  Knowledge  on  the  spatiotemporal  distribution of

moon  jellies could  provide  us  with  information on  opti-

rnaL  trawling times that may  result  in the minimizing

of bycatch. Spatietemporal observations  of  moon  jelly

distribution have employed  time series  sampling  and

observationG)  
-'ii).

 Most  of these studies  have been con-

ducted  by  simultaneously  towing  several  nets  at differ-

ent  depths  at  dlfferent intervals and  durationsi)･7)'iO).

Other studies  have employed  underwater  camera/

acoustic  cameras  suspended  from a  boati],7),iO)nyii).

While  both  of  these  experimental  designs provide

information on  the vertical  distribution of  moon  jellies,

jeltyfish movement  during sampling  intervals has yet
to be clarified.  If moon  jellies frequently moved  up-

and-down,  then  above  observations  would  only  be a

snapshot  of  the  vertical  movement,  Consequently,

more  precise  information  on  these  mevements  is

important  in the understanding  of  the spatiotemporal

distributions of  moon  jellies.
  In order  to resolve  this issue, we  attempted  monitor-

ing the vertical  movements  of moon  jellies by attach-

ing micro  data loggers to the organisms.  However, the

use  of bio-logging techniques  to  monitor  jellyfish
species  is relatively  recenti2)'i4)  and  attachment  crite-

ria  still needs  to be established.  We  therefore devel-

oped  and  evaluated  a  method  of  attaching  micro  data

loggers to moon  jellies, and  conducted  a  series  of field

surveys  on  the vertical  movements  of  these organisms
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            Table 1
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Details of  the aquarium  experiments  for assessing  th

attached  to moon  jellies
eimpact  of  the micro  data logger

Date  in
 2oo9

  Bell Water Observation
diameter temperature  time'before
                      attachment

 (mm) (℃) (hhlmm)

 Mean  beli
   pulse
 frequency
(pulses/min)

Observation
time' after
attachment

(hh:mm)

 Mean  bell
   pulse
 frequency
(pulsesfmin)

April 28May7May

 13May

 21May

 27June

 25

175102124130

 76105

2e212424232515 : 23-17  :

12 : 30-13 :

15 : OO-15 :

13 I 50-14  :

13 i OO-14 :

14 I 35-15 :

39304545eo2529.835.029.117.730.719.918 : 30-20  ] 5e

13 : 40-20  1 10

15 1 50-22  1 10

14 ] 53-20  I 50

14 [ 05-18 1 40

15 I 42-16 I 42

25.635.731.018.732,O19.6

     
'
 Duration that bell pulse  frequency  was  counted

in the  shallow  waters  of  Omura  Bay  in Nagasaki,

Japan.

2. Materialandmethods

  1) Aquariumexperiments

   (1) Experimental animals

  Experimental  animals  were  collected  at  the south

ceast  of Omura Bay  and  kept in the 120L  tank for a

week  before the experiment  Six moon  jellies (7,6N

17.5cm bell diameters) were  used  in the experiment.

Water  temperature  of  the tanks were  adjusted  to that

of  the  sampling  site  (20N25℃ ) and  a  smaLl  fluores-

cent  lamp  was  turned  on  above  the tank  to make

recording  available  in the nighttime,  Details of  this

experiment  are  shown  in Table 1.

    (2) Attachment of  data loggers

  The  micro  data  Loggers used  in this study  (DST
micro-TD,  Star-OddL  Reykjavik, Iceland; diam:  8.3mm,

length: 25.4mm. weight:  1.9g in water),  which  record

depths and  ambient  temperatures,  were  adjusted

using  neoprene  jackets to have a neutral  buoyancy in

waten  Hays  et al.i2) attached  a  time-depth  recorder  to

the compass  jellyfish Chrysaora hysoscella using  a  nylon

line tied around  the  peduncle  (connecting the bell to

the oral  arms)  and  tracked  the descending behavior

of  the  organisms  along  the coast  of  Ireland for several

hours. Honda  et  aLi3)  attached  pop-up  archival  trans-

mitting  tags  and  ultrasonic  pingers  te the  giant jelly-
fish Nemopitema  nomurai  in a  similar  manner  and

trackecl the jelLyfish fer more  than  24h. Seymour  et

al.i4)  attached  a  pinger  directly to the bell using  a

superglue  used  by surgeons  and  observed  the jellyfish
overnight.  The  pioneering studies  used  to attach  clata

loggers to jellyfish either  tied the data logger around

the  peduncle, or  glued the data logger directly to the

body.

  The  first method  used  in Hays  et  al.i2) and  Honda  et

aLi3)  cannot  be employed  because moon  jellies do not

have peduncles  and  have short  oral  arms.  When  we

examined  the method  of gluing the data logger to the

belL exposure  to air  resulted  in bubbles being trapped

under  the bell; consequently  damaging  the bell. We

therefore decided te suture  the data logger onto  the

bell. We  pushed  a  strand  of polyethylene  Iine (diam.:

O.13mm, length: approx.  O,2m) through  the bell at a

point halfway between the bell edge  and  the gonad  in

the  center.  We  affixed  a small  plastic plate to the lead-

ing end  of the line (Le, the end  inside the bell) to

serve  as  a latch and  attached  the micro  data logger to

the other  Ctrailing) end  of the line. The  entire  proce-

dure was  performed  underwater.

   (3) Observation and  recording  of  captive  moun

     jelly behavior

  We  examined  the influence of attaching  a micro

data legger on  moon  jelly behavior in a  72L  indoor

aquarium  during the period between April and  June
2009, Behavior in the  tank  was  recorded  for 1--3h

prior to attachment  of the micro  data logger using  a

digital video  camera  (HDC-SD5, Panasonic, Osaka,

Japan). The  moon  jelly was  then captured  to attach

the micro  data logger. Upon  release,  recording  of  the

behavior was  then resumed  for 5N24h,

  We  used  bell pu!se  frequency  as  an  indicator of

moon  jeLly activityi5).  Pre-attachment  bell pulse fre-

quencies  were  calculated  by counting  the number  of

bell pulses  over  a  lmin  period, for every  5min  of

recorded  video;  the average  value  was  then  used  as

the pre-attachment  bell pulse  frequency. Post-attach-

ment  bell pulse frequencies were  obtained  in same

manner,  except  that  intervals of  10min  were  used
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                              Fig.1

instead of  5min. The  difference in bell putse  frequen-

cies  for pre- and  post attachment  periods was  exam-

ined by  Wilcoxon test (p<O.05). In additien,  the dura-

tion of attachment  of micro  data Iegger to the bell was

also  assessed  using  the vicleo  recordings.

  2) FieJdexperiments

  We  attempted  traeking the vertical  movement  of 16

moon  jellies with  bell diameters ranging  from  11.2"-'

22.0cm during the period from May  22 to November  7

at  the  site shown  in Fig.} (5.8A-9.4m deep). We  used

a  rowboat  to  colLect  moon  jellies in shallow  waters

(approximately O--lm  deep), Moon  jellies were

scooped  using  a  bucket so as not  to expose  them  te

the  air.  Attachment  of the data logger was  then  per-
formecl in the  bucket. A  safety  line (polyethy]ene Iine,

lt"rb the boat
 >,`

 
,

 
gger

    ad

  13D' oeaE

Site of  the tracking  experiment.

ell edge

            Ptashe Iatch
Fig.2 Schematic  diagram  of  the  micro  data  logger

      attached  to the moon  jelly.
Micro data logger: 8.3x25.4mm, neutrat  buoyancy, Thread:

polyethylene O.13mm  diameter, O.2m  [ong, Plastic latch

Ctied to the  line inside of  the bell), Safety Line: petyethylene
O,13mm  diameter, max.  100m  leng.

diam: O.13mm  length: leOm),  which  was  coiled  on  the

fishing reel,  was  attached  to the micro  data logger to

prevent  loss of  the device. .bLfter  mooring  the boat at

the  experiment  site,  the moon  jelly was  released  in the

surface  layer (OevO,3m) and  excess  polyethytene line

was  extended  to provide  slack  (Fig.2). The  micro

data logger was  set  to record  both depth and  tempera-

ture at  10s intervals.

  Conditions of  moon  jellies after  release  were

checked  by  snorkeling  at  e.5N2h  intervals during  the

day. Tracking  was  suspended  in cases  where  the

micro  data Iogger had fallen off,  er  where  the  line

interrupted the natural  behavior  of  the  meon  jelly. We

defined tracking duration as  a  duration between start

time and  time  when  moon  jetly was  normally  observed

at  the  last snorkeling.  To  familiarize ourselves  with

the apparatus  and  its use,  tracking was  initially con-

ducted during the day. After we  became more  familiar

with  the equipment,  we  tracked  the  moon  jellies at

nighttime  and  for lenger durations. After tracking, the

moon  jelly was  retrieved  by snorkeling  and  the bell

diameter was  measured  (Table 2). In cases  where

tracking  was  disrupted, e,g,  when  the  micro  data log-

ger was  detached  during the  experirnental  run,  the

bell diameter was  not  recorded  and  is not  included in

Table 2.

  During  tracking, R  quantum  data  logger  (MDS
MkV-L,  Sampling interva]: ] sec.,  JFE  Advantech  Co.

Ltd. Nishinomiya Japan) was  placed  at the side  of the

boat  to monitor  photon  flux density as  an  index of

light condition.
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  Table  2
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Details of  the field experiments  and  average  values  of  swimming  depths, ambient  water

temperatures,  and  photon  flux densities at  the water  surface

IDDate
 in

 2009

  Belldiameter'

  (mm)Observation
   tlme(hh:mm)Duration

 (min)Swimming
  depth
  (M)-sAmbient

 water

 
temassa:urePhoton

 fiux
  density
( u mollm2s)  

"

FlF2F3F4F5F6F7F8F9FIOJune 8June
 8June

 15July

 23July

 27

 Oct, 9Oct.

 16Oct,
 30Nov.

 6Nov.

 7

200209

220135135120

12 : 15-13 : 48

12 : 20-14  [ 25

12 l 20-14  I 30

17 I OO-18  I 32

14 I 20-15 1 31

12 I 38-14  ] 03

09 : 51-ll : 55

Ol : 20-07  : 20

09 : 44-17 : 27

Ol I 22-06 : 30

 93]25130

 92

 71

 85124300463308

1,1(O.33)

O.3(O.09)

O,2<O,18)

4.3(O.98)

1.5(O.68)

3.1(O,42)

6.9(1.74)

5.2(O,41)

6.8(O.51)

6.4(O.56)

23,7 CO.30>
25.6(O.44)

26,3(2.01)

27.1(O.12)

26.3 (O.43)
23.5(O.08)

22.9(O.17)

21.9(O.05)

20,3(O.20)

20.6(O.14)

3841( 459)

3841( 459)

1495( 941)

1046( 815)

2124( 519)

 796( 160)

3831( 479)

 111( 140)

1651(1167)

'
 Bell diameters were  not  recorded  when  the micro  data toggers detaehed during the  experiment$
`'

 Average  vatue  (standard deviation)

3. Results

  1) Aquarium  experiments

  The  bell pu!se frequencies of the moon  jellies before

and  after  attachment  of  the  micro  data loggers are

summarized  in Table 1. Data  were  used  as  the base-

line for the experiment  The  mean  bell puLse  frequen-

cies  varied  among  meon  jellies, ranging  from 17.7 to

35.0 pulsesfmin  and  from  18.7 to 35,7 pulses/min  for

the pre- and  post-attachment  frequencies, respectively.

No  differenee in the frequency between pre- and  post

attaehment  of  the micro  data logger  was  observed

within  an  individual (Wilcoxon test, p>O,05). In addi-

tien. video  recerdings  were  done until the  next  morn-

ing of  the  experiments  and  these  observations  con-

firmed that  the  micro  data logger remained  in the

desired position (on the bell) for at  least 5h  in the  6

moon  jellies tested. After concluding  that attachment

of  the micro  data logger dld not  interfere with  the

activity  of  the meon  jellies, we  proceeded  to the  field

experlments.

  2) Field experiments

  A  total of  16 tracking  experiments  were  condueted

from May  to November.  However, six  of  the  tracking

experiments  conducted  from May  to July were  com-

pleted within  60min in order  to establish  a protocol for

field experiment  (e.g. checking  the condition  of the

safety  line). Thus, 10 trackings with  sufficient  dura-

tions  were  obtained  (71 ta 463min) (Table 2). No

moon  jellies were  observed  in the  study  area  during

the period between August  and  September  of  2oo9,

    (1) June to July
  A  total of  five tracking experiments  were  success-

fully done  from  noon  (12 : 15) until  before  sunset

(18132) during the time  when  water  temperature

has risen  to the highest level of a year.  When  the first

long tracking  experiments  were  initiated on  June 8,

the sea  surface  temperature  was  approximately  25℃ ;

by July 2Z  it was  approximately  30℃ . Fig,3 shows  the

vertical  movements  of moon  jellies (black lines) and

changes  in photon  flux density (grey lines) during

expenments.

  Fl, which  was  released  at  12 I 15 on  June 8, gradual-

ly descended to a  depth of  2.0m  at  12:43  and  ascend-

ed  to O.Om  in depth  at  12:57.  This  animat  made  a

series  of  vertical  excursions  until  13:15, and  then

remained  mostly  in the depth between 1.0 and  1.5m.

On the other  hand, maximum  depth of F2, released  at

12 : 20 on  June 8. was  O.5m  and  stayed  in the  shallow

layer throughout  the experiment  During  tracking  of

these two  animals,  phaton  flux density reached  an

upper  limit of its measurement  range  (approx. 4000pt

mollm2s)  when  the  quantum  logger  was  under  direct

sunlight  between 12:15  and  14]02,  then  gradually

dropped to 2500  to 3000Itmol!m2s  levels due  to the

clouds  that  appeared  by  the  end  of  tracking  (l4125>,

F3 exhibited  descending behavior shortly  after  it was

released  and  returned  to the  surface  layer after

approximately  10min. It was  cloudy  at  the  beginning

of this  experiment  but the weather  became fair after

13130. Data  was  not  !ogged  between 12:56  and  13:

30.
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  The  initial which  was  released  on

July 23, could  quantified as  the  micro  data log-

ger  was  recording  at  17IOO  (the time
after  the released).  This animal  remained

in the depth 5.lm (approx.1to 3m

above  the upward  and  downward

excursLons  maximum  vertical  speed  of

O.7m/min.  became  less frequent as

sunset  approached  (the time  of  sunset  was  at  19i26).

During this experiment  the photon  flux density was

monotonously  decreased from 3000 to approximateLy

250"molfm2s  toward  sundown.

  F5, which  was  released  at 14 1 20 on  July 27, exhibit-

ed  descending behavior and  reached  a  depth of 1,8m

after  31min (14i51), before ascending  to a  depth of

O.8m (14 i 59). This animal  then  resumed  descending

behavior and  descended to a  depth of 2.1rn where  it

remained  for 14min  before ascending  again.  This type

of short  distance vertical  excursions  were  repeated

until  15:31  when  the  micro  data logger  was

retrieved.  Between  15:20  and  15:31, the same  jelly-
fish took 11 min  to descend from a depth of 1.5m to
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June and

3.7m, showing  a maximum  vertical  speed  of  O.2mfmin.

It was  cloudy  during this experiment  and  photon  flux

density was  increased from 1800  to approximately

3600umol/m2s  between  14I20  and  14:45,  then

decreased to approximately  1800"molfm2s  at  the  end

of the experiment  (15:31).

  Thus, three  moon  jellies (Fl to F3) tracked

between 12:15  and  14:30  remained  in the shallow

layer (<2m), An  individuaL (F4) tracked from 17:OO

to 18i32,  when  the  light level monotonousLy

decreased,  mostly  remained  aapproximately  1 to 3m

above  the  bottom,  exhibiting  several  vertical  excur-

sions  to depths of 1rf-2m. Another  individual (F5)

tracked  from  14:20  for 71min  showed  descending

behavior  from  the  surface  to a  depth  of  3.7m  at  the

end  of the experiment.

   (2) Octeber to November

  In this period, tracking experiments  were  conducted

for longer durations than  June to July season  and  we

were  able  to perform  experimental  runs  for most  of

the day (Fig.4). Sea surface  temperature decreased

over  time  in this period. In the earliest  experiment
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     Fig.4 Changes in vertical  depth  profiles of  moon  jellies and  variation  in photon  flux densities in October

           and  November. Solid lines show  depths and  grey  lines for the photon  flux densities.

   conducted  on  October  9, sea  surface  temperature  was  ited obvious  descending  behavior  through  the  water

   at 23.5℃ and  dropped to 20,6℃ on  November  7. All of  column  when  released.  Vertical speeds  during descent

   the meon  jellies (F6'-FIO) used  in this period exhib-  ranged  from 1.0 to 1.7m/min.
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     F6 deseended after  release,  and  then  remained  in

   the mid-water  layer (2.8N3.6m) between  12 : 40 and

   l3:49. Thick clouds  covered  the whole  sky  during

   this experiment  and  the light condition  was  less than

   1ooO"mollm2s.

     Conversely, four moon  jellies tracked  after  October

   16 (F7A-FIO), descended  and  remained  in the  bottem

   layer C4.8-8.0m) i] spite  of  periods oi  time. F7 was

   tracked  in the  late morning  of  October  16, when  the

   sky  was  clear  (approx. 2000N4000umollm2s).  This

   animal  started  deseending  at 9i51,  reached  a  depth of

   8.0m at  10i12,  and  then  stayed  at  the  same  layer

   until  the  end  of  the  experiment  (l]:55). F8, which

   was  released  at 1I20  oll  October 30, was  tracked  for

   6h. This individual also  showed  initial descent for 5min

   when  released  and  reached  5.4m  deep. It continued  to

   remain  in the  5'-6m  depth until  7:13.  The  photon

   flux density became  measurable  after  6i20  and  the

   light level graduaily  increased, This individual once

   exhibited  upward  and  downward  excursions  for

   approximately  5min, reaching  2,8m  deep around  7 1 15,

   A  similar  excursion  behavior was  observed  for F9,

   although  this  experiment  was  conducted  in daytime

   (9:44N17127) on  a  fine day (November 6). The

   individual showed  short  distance (<1.6m) vertical

   excursions  twice at  13122  and  13I37.

     The  vertical  movement  of  FIO, tracked  between

   rnidnight  and  sun  rise  Cl:22N6I30) on  November

   7, was  also  similar  with  the  others.  It showed  initial

   descent after  release,  staying  in the deeper layer <6N

   7m  deep) and  a  repetition  of  vertical  excursions.  The

   distances  covered  by  these  vertical  excursions

   observed  at 3: 42, 4:  OO, 5104, 5: 14, 5: 25  and  5:

   38, ranged  from 1.0 to 1.5m.

   4. Discussion

     1) Validity of  the  attachment  system

     In the  aquarium  experiment,  no  significant  differ-

   enee  was  observed  in thc mcan  pulse  frequencics of

   animals  before and  after  attachment  of  micro  data leg-

   gers  (p>O.05), and  it took  at  least 5h  for the  micro

   data logger to fall off.  Conversely, the micro  data leg-

   ger was  fallen off only  within  30min (3 cases,  nut  pre-

   sented  in Table 1) in the  fieid experiments  (May to

   July).

     This  difference in the  length  of  available  tracking

   time  may  be due to the  attachment  system  that we

   employed.  We  attached  the  safety  line to a  micre  data
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logger that is generally  not  employed  in experiments

for similar  studies,  because  the safety  line may  impede

the  natural  behavior of  animals  when  it is under  ten-

sion. Although the earlier  study  on  compass  jellyfish
employed  a  similar  attachment  system  and  revealed

its efficacvi2),  the  difference in flow condition  between

the  field alld  the  aquarium  in our  experiments  may

have  an  influence on  the  length  of  tracking  time.

Under  aquarium  cxperimental  conditions,  the  detach-

ment  of  the  micro  data logger  was  caused  by  water

resistance  of  the micro  data logger gencrated  by  bell

pulse. In the  case  of  the field experiment,  the  tidal

range  in the  interior region  of  Omura  Bay  is known  to

be very  small  and  simuiation  analyses  revealed  no

existence  of strong  currentsi6),  We  also  did not

observe  any  movement  en  the surface  water  and/or  ef

the  rowboat  due to currents  during the  field experi-

ment,  a]d  ensured  that  the safety  line was  not  under

tension. IIowever, in spite  of  careful  handling, the com-

bined  effect  of  the  micro  data logger and  the  safety

line on  the water  resistance  of the bell is uncertain.

  Individual differences in hardness  of  moon  jelly's
bodies may  also  be another  reason.  It was  reported

that the hardness ei  the bell of  the giant  jellyfish
?V'emopilema nomuTai  were  2.3'L'4.0times differenL,

regardless  of sizes  and  seasonsi7).  For the moon  jelly,
the  hardness of the bell would  relate  te the length of

availabie  tracking time.

  The  application  of smaller  pingersiS) 
-vi9)

 for tracking

moon  jellies would  reducc  or  obviate  the concerns

regarding  water  resistance  and  hardness  of  moon  jelly'
s  body. In additien,  the  safety  line for recovering  the

equipment  is not  necessary  for these pingers  since

clata is transmitted  by acoustic  signals.

  Z) Vertical behavior of  moon  jelJies
  When  we  released  the  moon  jellies, the  initial

descents  through  the  water  column  were  observed  for

8 indivicluals exeept  F2 and  F4. Five individuals

tracked  in October and  November  shewed  especially

fast descent (1.0-1.7m,"min) and  this was  within  the

range  ef  the  descent speed  of  the  compass  jellyfish
(O.4-s-2.3m,fmin) in Irelandi2'. The  other  three tracked

in June and  July were  between  O.1 and  02ms'min.

Individuals tracked  in October  and  November

remained  close  to the seabed  after  descent, even

though  they  were  collected  in the  shallow  layer (ON
O.3m). These might  be the  reaction  of  the  moon  jellies
to handling  andfor  the  attachment  of  the  micro  data
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logger. Similar initial descents were

ies for the compass  jellyfishi2)
jellyfishi3) .

  Moon  jellies released  in June
stay  near  the surface  layer in

tracked  after  17 :

and  exhibited  vertical  excursions,  In

July, F5 descended gradua!ly

umn  from  the surface  to approx.

between  14I20  and  15:31.

tracked  in the daytime of  October

midwater  layer (approx. 3m

seabed  (approx. 5N8m  deep).

als  tracked  in November  were

seabed  regardless  of day or  night.

  Thus,  swimming  depths  of

between  experiments.  We

between the swimming  depth

al factors (photon flux density at

ambient  water  temperature,  and

average  values.  As  a  result,  no

for average  values  of  the

flux density (r=:O.24, p=O.53).

nificant  correlation  was  found

depth and  ambient  water

<O.05),  but it did not  explain

swimming  depth  with  the lapse of

temperature  reached  highest at the

average  and  variance  of 

'
 

'

experiment  was  plotted against  the

figure clearly  suggests  that the

depth  of  moon  jelly shifted  to the

tion to the  date (r=O,90, p<O.Ol), w
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                reported  in stud-

                and  the giant

             (FIA'F3) tended  to

              the  afternoon.  F4,

OO of  July, remained  near  the  seabed

                the  afternoon  oi

           through  the water  col-

                a  depth  of  3.5m

            Then  3 individuaLs

                remained  in the

            deep) and  near  the

           The  other  two  individu-

              observed  near  the

             moon  jellies varied

         examined  relationships

          of moon  jelly and  sever-

               the water  surface,

             date), by comparing

            correlation  was  found

      swimming  depth  and  photon

          On  the other  hand, a sig-

           between the swimming

         temperature  (r=O.72. p
          monotonous  mcrease  m

               days, while  water

                end  of July. The

        swimmmg  depth in each

               date in Fig.5. This

              average  swlmmlng

             deeper  layer in rela-

              hile variance  seems
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Time  series  changes  in the average  and  stan-

dard deviations of  swimming  depths  of  moon

jellies. Solid circles  designate average  depths
of  moon  jellies, and  bars, standard  deviations,

almost  constant  during  the  period. This  time  reLated

change  in moon  jellies' swimming  depths may  be

influenced by the age  of moon  jellies. Negative buey-

ancy  and  an  innately lower swimming  ability of  geron-

tic moon  jellies observed  in October and  November

may  result  to individuals staying  close  to the seabed.

  Based on  the findings of  this study,  a  risk  of  moon

jelly bycatch for a trawl fishery in Omura  Bay  increas-

es  in October and  November, when  most  individuals

remain  ctosely  associated  with  the  seabed.  In additien,

an  individual tracked  in July (F4) tended  to remain

on  the seabed  in the evening.  It is probably  diencult to

avoid  bycatch of moon  jellies by controlling  the trawl-

ing time, since  these trawlers target the tiger prawn

Penaezay semisulcatus  and  mantis  shrimp  Oratosguilla ora-

toria and  operate  mainly  in the nighttime  throughout

the year, Further  studies  that consider  three-dimen-

sional  movement  of  moon  jellies in relation  to environ-

mental  parameters  need  to be  undertaken  to develop

bycatch mitigation  measures  that exploit  the behav-

ioral characteristics  of moon  jellies.
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【報　 文】

超小型 デ ー タ ロ ガ ー を用 い た ミ ズ ク ラゲの 鉛 直移動追跡

松 下 吉 樹1 ＊ ・鈴 木 秀 規 2 ・
梶 川 和 武

3

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 和 文 要 　旨

　 ミ ズ ク ラ ゲ に 超小 型 デ ータ ロ ガ
ーを装着し て 鉛直移動 を記録 した 。 デ ータ ロ ガ ーは 水槽 内で は 5時 間 以 上

装着可能で ，装着前後の 傘 の 拍動数に有意差は なか っ た 。 大村湾浅海域 に おい て こ の 方法 で ，2009年 6 〜 7
月 と10〜11月 に 10個体につ い て 記録 を得た 。 ミ ズ ク ラ ゲ は 6 〜 7 月の 日中には表層付近 に ，10〜11月 に は時

間帯 に か か わ ら ず海底付近 に 滞在 す る こ と が多か っ た。10個体中 8 個体 が デ
ータ ロ ガーを装着 し て 放流 した

際 に沈降し た 。 こ の沈降行動は取 り付 け作業 に対する 反 応 か もし れ な い 。

2010年 7 月 7 日受付，2010年 12月 1 日受理
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